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COLLATERAL DAMAGE
April 16 – May 30, 2007. ExhibitA Gallery, Odyssey
Now archived in Locusolus

1,178 visitors. When she opened Collateral Damage,
Gazira Babeli was just over a year old. Many know her
for her performances, staged “out of place” in nonconventional settings, in front of unwitting audiences
which very often react badly. A mysterious character,
about whom it is hard to get reliable information. Even
acquaintances’ accounts of her are contradictory. In
Second Life there is nothing tangible that refers to
Gazira: no sculptures, installations, not even an island.
She might not even exist. Yet she has enough history to
be able to put on a retrospective.
Collateral Damage is a powerful statement. I exist, I am an
artist, and this is art. The show presents her past
performances in installation form: Second Soup, giant
Campbell’s soup cans that attack the visitor; Singing
Pizza, her sortie at Ars Virtua (see Acts, p. 45) with two
photographs and a few steaming pizzas; Grey Goo, a large
print in front of which, on an impeccable support, stands
a “Gazhat” which, when touched unleashes a shower of
objects. Nice Quake is recreated in a niche: when you
approach an earth tremor lifts a number of heavy stone
slabs; and Don’t Say... is a black tornado which whirls
into life whenever the words “new media” are uttered.
As for the new works, in the center of the big hall is
Come Together (see Sculptures, p. 55): seemingly a
simple pedestal surrounded by colored balls that the
Second Life users will recognize as “poseballs”, used to
activate a range of animations (dance steps, sexual
positions, etc.) When you touch the balls you find
yourself dancing on the pedestal, sharing the same
center of gravity with others: an animated sculpture
which is also a game, as well as an excellent place to
park your avatar.

In the background is Nudes Descending a Staircase (p.
55), while on the right, beside the models of two sets
used in Gaz of the Desert (p. 19), the desert and the call
center – which are in actual fact linked to the settings in
question, which we can visit in a simple click – there are
three versions of Avatar on Canvas (p. 39), alongside
Buy Gaz’ 4 one Linden Dollar!, which lets you buy a
complete avatar of Gazira for a few cents. Then there is
Come To Heaven (p. 11) that we can see in video form or
try out, at our own risk. And in an adjoining area you can
watch the film, that is if you manage to dodge the flying
pizzas and singing vinyls being hurled across the room
by a guitar and a spatula hanging in mid-air.
In a masterstroke Gazira has given the show the familiar
appearance of a contemporary art exhibition, with prints,
paintings, sculpture, videos and poverist installations.
Warhol + Judd + Koons + McCarthy. But it is hardly
ordinary to leave an exhibition having assumed the
semblance of the artist, with limbs that look as if they
have been stretched flat by a steam roller, after having
done battle with a can of soup, danced like crazy with
impromptu partners in even worse shape than ourselves,
visited a desert and been buried under a slab of marble
or a pile of paintings, among singing pizzas, bananas
raining down from the skies and crazed LPs.
A recognisable layout and a unique experience are what
have turned an all but unknown performer into a cult
figure, capable of drawing in over a thousand spectators
from all over the world.
Collateral Damage is her Boîte-en-valise, her portable
retrospective, an exhibition which is also a work of art.
The work of art to start from, if you want to get to know
Gazira.
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The opening of Collateral Damage: ExhibitA, Odyssey, April 16, 2007. Photo Marco Cadioli Manray.
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Collateral Damage. Archived version, courtesy Lucusolus.

Collateral Damage. Scripted environment, 2007. Courtesy Locusolus.

Top: Second Soup - You love Pop Art - Pop Art hates you. Scripted cans, 2006. Courtesy Locusolus.
Bottom: Don’t Say new media! Scripted tornado, June 2006. Courtesy Locusolus.
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COME TO HEAVEN
July 2006

Come To Heaven is a performance which stages a very
simple conjecture: what happens if, against the force
of gravity, I hurl my body (or that of someone else)
from millions of meters up, and at a speed of 900
kilometers an hour?
The result depends on the characteristics of the
graphics card installed on your computer. In some
cases the polygons shatter and the result no longer
resembles anything human, while in others the body
appears to have gone through a turbine: limbs
multiplied and blown apart, and the body a confused
mess of flesh and hair.
Gazira appears to be using the physical characteristics
of her setting to present the various options offered by
20th century art: and it is no coincidence that she
describes it as ‘painting’ on the computer graphics
card. At the same time the model of reference is none
other than that of another imaginary “flight”, Yves
Klein’s famed leap into the void.
An imaginary performance which becomes real in an
“imagined” world (“Your World, Your Imagination” is
the motto of Second Life). The dream of a judo
instructor staged by an avatar artist. Yet even the
imagination has its limits. When she went back to
repeat the performance a few months later, Gazira
realized that it was no longer possible: something had
changed in the rules of the system, and the results
were now unpredictable. Paradise gained thus became
Paradise Lost once more. In a few chance moments
she managed to capture a few extreme shots of her

face: a crushed, lacerated face, at times dramatic, at
others a caricature. An empty mask. Paradise was
definitely not for Gazira.
Come to Heaven also encapsulates Gazira’s modus
operandi, her ability to “reactivate” the codes of
Western art in Second Life. In the first place, Come To
Heaven is a script, released under a Creative
Commons license on her site.
Like a Fluxus score, it is a set of instructions for a
performance that can be put on by anyone (perhaps
this is why Gazira is fond of repeating that “Linden
Labs is a Fluxus project”). But the performance is also
an act of “action painting” on a new canvas, the
rectangle of the screen and the graphic card: an act
which could potentially be repeated in ever different
ways, given that the “painting” changes with the light,
the subject, or his or her clothes.
This makes documentation, whether static (printed) or
dynamic (video), an integral part of the work. We have
cited a number of forerunners, but the most fitting of
these is perhaps a Gutai action: Kazuo Shiraga
writhing on a canvas or in the mud, and creating a
painting or a sculpture.
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Come To Heaven. Digital photo prints, December 2007.
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Come To Heaven. Digital photo prints, December 2007.
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Come To Heaven.
Stills from the
video-documentation
of the performance:
Gazira Babeli painted
on NVIDIA GeForce,
3 July 2006.
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GAZ OF THE DESERT
Movie, 23:23 minute
Created between February and March 2007 within Second Life on the Odyssey simulator

Gaz of the Desert is Gazira Babeli’s first successful
attempt at leaving Second Life, and it is also,
according to her, the best way to translate the
experience of life in a synthetic world into narrative
form. She has often reiterated this: Second Life is a
movie each of us experiences and appears in, in real
time, as soon as we log in.
Living a second life means playing to a script that we
write ourselves. In addition to this, Gazira brings her
own personal film culture to bear, enabling her to
interpret her experiences in this light: she likens her
own relationship with objects and the force of gravity,
for instance, to a Buster Keaton movie. We take a
tumble and remain uninjured.
A house falls down but we just get a little dusty. In a
virtual world relations with things can get surreal:
finally we can leave the house and shoot at the first
passer-by without paying the consequences.
Gaz of the Desert encapsulates these observations.
Gazira references a cult film like Luis Buñuel’s Simón
del desierto (1965), to tell her story as the conscious
inhabitant of a shared illusion, a victim of the
seductive power of this illusion (the Devil) and its
limits (the Boss): outside this world we are just slaves
to information, hunched in front of our computers.
Perched atop a Stylite column, in the middle of a
endless desert in the driving rain, Gazira holds out for
as long as she can against the temptations of Satan
(the stunning Chi5 Shenhzou), but in the end she
caves in.
Only then are we catapulted into the ascetic space of a
call center, where Gazira is busy between calls trying

to piece her story together: imprisoned in the “world
in a suitcase” she has chosen to live in, in her own
surreal reality.
Gaz of the Desert is also a minor masterpiece of
mythopoesis, a hagiographic narrative which thickens
the plot and feeds into her own personal legend. But
above all it is a narrative “container” in which her
relations and works become part of a story,
demonstrating the fact that in a virtual world, just like
in everyday life, the nature of something depends on
how you see it.
The two film sets, the desert and the call center, were
exhibited in Collateral Damage as sculptures. Both
entitled U Are Here (April 2007), they were scaleddown models featuring a teleport mechanism which
breaches the credibility of the spatial/temporal model
of Second Life: by activating them the viewer was
transported into the relative life-size settings.
The three videos entitled Saint Gaz Stylite (2007)
transform the three temptations in the film into three
separate stories, and contain the instructions for the
use of these sculptures: Gazira is implicitly inviting us
to make free use of her set to write our own stories,
shoot our own movies; and she teaches us that in the
end all works of art should be the start of a story that
only we know the ending of.

Saint Gaz’ Stylite - The First Temptation
2007, Digital Video - 06:00 min

Saint Gaz’ Stylite - The Second Temptation
2007, Digital Video - 06:00 min

Saint Gaz’ Stylite - The Third Temptation
2007, Digital Video - 06:00 min
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ANNA MAGNANI
Performance, 2007

In a virtual world, even a smile is encoded. In Second
Life, to perform a gesture or make an expression you
have to open your inventory and run the script in
question. It is what most likens avatars to puppets:
someone out there says “smile” and we smile.
Anna Magnani is a script that forces the avatar to
perform all the animations present in his or her
inventory, in random order, one after another.
Usually a fairly stiff, expressionless figure, Gazira
suddenly starts to personify acting itself, the ultimate
performer.
As usual she documented her first performance
(February 2007) in a video, and then repeated it on
various occasions, at times getting others to do it. And
as usual, the work can be interpreted on different
levels.
The end result, against a neutral background, recalls
Andy Warhol’s famous Screen Tests, or better still the
sequence of passport photos in which Warhol
immortalized himself and other members of the
Factory, wearing different make-up and expressions.
But in a synthetic world nothing can be separated from
the software dimension, and from this point of view
the various faces pulled by Gazira Babeli are nothing
more than a sequence of commands or instructions:
words pulled out of a hat (Gazira’s hat like Tristan
Tzara’s hat?) and put together to make a new piece of
text. As for Dada and Raymond Roussel, chance is a
generator of meaning.
The combinatory strategies applied to the text here
have an effective visual representation.
The expressions are interesting in their own right, but

even more so thanks to the fortunate (or unfortunate)
combinations that only a piece of software can
produce. The babel of language lashed by an evil
tongue.
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Anna Magnani. Digital photo prints, January 2008.
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Anna Magnani. Digital photo prints, January 2008.
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AVATAR ON CANVAS
Avatar and scripted chair on canvas, March 2007

Avatar on Canvas appeared for the first time at the
group exhibition which opened the ExhibitA Gallery –
just before the opening, in the same venue, of
Collateral Damage. Alongside a number of videos and
installations, the show presented mainly image-based
works: “paintings”, prints, photographs. One of them
in particular stood out from the rest: a painting which
was easily recognizable as a poor imitation of a
Francis Bacon: a room with a light bulb, but with a
chair in the place of the expected human figure.
However this chair was not part of the 2-D image: it
was a 3-D object, apparently suspended in the middle
of the picture. At an exhibition, a chair, whatever
Kosuth might think, is an invitation to sit down, and
the title of the work also points in that direction.
But Avatar on Canvas turns out to be more than the
sum of its parts. When our avatar sits down on the
chair, it is subjected to the most violent
transformations: the head rotates backwards, arms and
legs lengthen, stretch and twist. We have unwittingly
completed the Bacon.
When we get down from the canvas we are surprised
to discover that we can still walk in the state we are in:
midway between the girl from the Exorcist, a praying
mantis, a rubber doll squashed in a press and Wile E.
Coyote after a fall of a few hundred meters.
Cartoonish. At this point we can choose whether to
leave the world and re-enter in our usual guise, or
hang around in this new body, which may be
anamorphic but is still perfectly serviceable.
Avatar on Canvas is the “object” version of a
performance by Second Front (a performance art
group that Gazira is an active member of) entitled

Spawn of the Surreal (11 February 2007). On that
occasion Gazira grafted her deforming code onto a few
of the chairs set out for the audience of the publicized
show.
The avatars sitting on these chairs were thus suddenly
wildly deformed, and their terror and embarrassment
betrayed the – entirely irrational – attachment that
residents have to their virtual bodies, held to be
sacred and inviolable exactly like our physical bodies.
The logic behind the “fake Bacon” makes the game
more predictable but no less radical: like a deforming
mirror, Avatar on Canvas cuts the illusory link that
forms between the subject and his or her “second”
image, the Second Life avatar. I am not my avatar and
I can’t see myself in it any longer.
However it does not stop there: once the illusion has
been shattered, the pleasure of living in a simulated
world does not vanish; quite the opposite. And it is at
this point that the real game commences, the game
played by anyone who has climbed into one of those
pictures.

Left: Avatar on Canvas – Patrick Lichty as Ulay, Digital photo print, 2007.
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Avatar on Canvas in Collateral Damage (Triptich).
On the third canvas, Patrick Lichty as Ulay. Courtesy Locusolus.
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Avatar on Canvas – Gazira Babeli. Digital photo print, 2007.
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Avatar on Canvas – Fau Ferdinand. Digital photo prints, 2007.
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ACTS
April 2006 – November 2007

All Gazira Babeli’s works start off as performances,
“acts”. And all of them have the potential to be
something else as well.
This even applies to Gaz of the Desert, in so far as it
is a “scripted narrative”. Gazira herself put it very well
in an interview: “Codes are just instructions,
imperative verbs... The result could be spectacular
and/or create social troubles. I found it easier to call
these instructions 'performances’ or ‘actions’. It makes
sense in SL frame-space 'cause the results look more
like a sensible real space than a computer output.”
Almost all of her works, before being exhibited and
classified as works, “took place” in non-dedicated
settings, where they could really hit hard. Avatar on
Canvas is an excellent example of this. The first use
of the avatar-stretching script Code Deforma was at a
performance of Second Front, where members of a
theatre audience were unexpectedly subjected to the
effects of “scripted chairs” mixed in with the normal
ones. This event hooks up with Gazira’s reservations
regarding planned cultural events, and her claim to be
able to transform any gathering of people into an
“audience”.
Despite these reservations, Gazira enthusiastically
took part in The Gate, actively contributing to creating
the portal to link Odyssey, with its rich community of
artists, with the iMAL Center in Brussels. As an
authentic native, Gazira was one of the few to really
understand the importance of having an open channel
with the aliens, and rather than just putting on a
show, as many did, she sought to communicate
(naturally, in her own way).

Her other performances have all been staged in nondedicated places, or in artistic contexts temporarily
appropriated by Gazira. Ars Virtua, a landmark for the
new media community, was the venue for Singing
Pizza, an unauthorized installation of “interactive”
pizzas; a few months later Gazira “commented” on the
Eva and Franco Mattes exhibition with a shower of
Warholian bananas (taken from The Velvet
Underground & Nico album cover): the exhibition
presented a series of avatar portraits inspired by
Warhol. Her various attacks of “grey goo”, showers of
self-replicating objects which saturate the visual
horizon, can be staged at any time, in any context. By
giving a few friends a replica of her Gazhat, the hat
containing the fateful script, she spread a virus which
became a kind of trademark, a sign of her “numinous”
presence.
In her two most recent actions, Ultimate Submission
and Who’s Afraid..., Gazira appears to set herself up
as a porn store diva and an art history beauty
respectively: appearing in an S&M shop and a
museum, two shrines to fetishism that she desecrates
by dancing the chicken dance in the former and a
sexy number in the latter.
Performances which are out of place, in a one-sided
show-down that she wins hands down.

Left: The Gate - Interacting With Aliens session. Second Front performance, iMAL, Brussels / Odyssey, Second Life, October 2007.
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Top: Singing Pizza. Installation in Collateral Damage. Courtesy Locusolus.
Left: Singing Pizza. Unauthorized installation, Ars Virtua, April 2006.
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Top – bottom: Kaspar Goo & Grey Goo Hat.
Scripted object, 2006 - 2007, courtesy Locusolus;
Right: Kaspar Goo, stills from video.
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Banana Goo. documentation of the performance, Ars Virtua, November 30, 2006.

Grey Goo. Documentation of the performance, October 2006 (reenacted January 2007).

Ultimate Submission.
Performance, January
2007 (stills from video).

Who’s Afraid of
Madeleine, Bathsheba
and Simonetta?
Performance, February
2007 (stills from video).
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SCULPTURES
April 2006 – September 2007

Two huge towers stand majestically on the edges of
the island. Despite their height and the material
suggested by their texture (coloured marble), the
towers look fragile, built as they are of panels
propped against each other like a house of cards.
When I pass by the enormous marble eggs at the foot
of each tower, there is a tremor, and the towers
collapse on top of me, trapping me for a few seconds,
before rising up intact once more.
A few meters further on the syncopated rhythm of Kurt
Schwitters’ Ursonate is the accompaniment to the
dripping of a huge tap which spills all kinds of
assorted junk onto the floor. A few months living in
Second Life is all it takes to fill our pockets with
trash; the tap seems to be intent on building a huge
merzbau, or emptying the bowels of the earth of
everything that people have buried there.
In actual fact it is just Gazira’s pockets, or rather her
inventory, being emptied.
Hang around: you might get hold of something
interesting.
The visual horizon of Locusolus is powerfully marked
by the presence of these two machines. Others in
Second Life might call Unbroken Eggs an “interactive
installation”, or might talk about Ursonate in SL like a
search engine gone crazy. Not Gazira. She calls them
sculptures.
The first, in particular, is a tribute to Luciano Fabro,
one of the greatest sculptors of our time. Fascinated
by the lightness of the thoughts which lead to the
creation of his heavy marble sculptures, Gazira
wanted to explore this concept in a land where weight
is a mental limit to do with being accustomed to the

force of gravity. The marble towers are the result of an
impossible equilibrium, and the slightest movement
will make them come crashing down. But the noisy
collapse of these huge slabs does not damage the
eggs, or the careless avatar. Weight and gravity are
simulations; like for Calvino, the intellect is about
lightness.
Gazira becomes a sculptor because she has a space
to live in, just as she becomes a performer because
she has an audience to astound. These two things are
not separate, because in her world sculptures are
events, and events have a presence in space.
Nudes Descending a Staircase is one example of this:
a painting in a space without gravity can’t help falling
down. Come Together also: avatars dancing on a
pedestal becomes a sculpture.
Like many contemporary artists Gazira loves to
degrade the icons of art in the very practice of paying
homage to them: icons of art that are the stereotyped
baggage of a divine force we do not comprehend.
There are artists doing Madonnas in elephant dung,
others doing Caravaggio in chocolate sauce.
Gazira does Laocoon by getting three avatars
grooving. Sculpture-events. Events that give rise to
sculptures.
The most recent, in chronological terms, sees her
busy being a statue. Literally. Her face painted gold,
shut in a box that functions as a pedestal, she has
become a bust of herself: iDol (2008) is the first
sculpture of Gaz that is an group of atoms rather than
bits.

Left: Ursonate in SL. Scripted objects, Ursonate sound samples, 200 ordinary items found in Second Life,
size 75 ft high. September 2007, courtesy Locusolus.
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Top. Unbroken Eggs. Monument to Luciano Fabro.
Physical scripted objects, size 196,8 x 196,8 x 196,8 ft,
June 2007. Courtesy Locusolus.
Left. Unbroken Eggs. Monument to Luciano Fabro.
Stills from video, June 2007.

Nudes Descending a Staircase. Scripted objects, 2007. Courtesy Locusolus.
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Come together. Mixed avatars, 2008. Courtesy Locusolus.
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iDol. 2008.
Top: performance in Second Life, courtesy Locusolus.
Right: Sculpture, black bole / gold leaf on PE641, 20,1 x 13 x 13 inches.

Buy Gaz’ 4 one Linden Dollar!
Avatar shape, 2007. Courtesy Locusolus.

“My body can walk barefoot, but my avatar needs Prada shoes.” ... “How’s
life in Microsoft Office?” ... “imitation is fun, but it's only the ‘background
color’ of every possible behavior. I’m exploring that.” ... “Get over your initial shyness, buy a pair of shoes and you will discover that you already have
two friends who greet you as soon as you log in. One is an architect wearing
a tie, the other is a Smurf, all blue: the first is probably a financial consultant
from Texas, the second is a physicist who works at Cern.” ... “the only thing I
really can’t stand in SL is going to the movies. I find it very disturbing for an
avatar who is already living in a film-like environment.” ... “For me net.art is
like the wild Middle Ages of the Internet... Second Life seems to offer a
Renaissance Perspective.” ... “I’ve had to apologise in various languages.”
... “My art consists in experimenting in an ironic and ‘pop’ way with the complementary and often contradictory aspects of a ‘whole world’ which, despite
being inhabited by ‘puppets’, hosts at least a million people. Real people.” ...
“Linden Labs is a Fluxus corporation.” ... ” I tried to find the limit beyond
which my imagination became unacceptable to that of others. Not finding it I
continued with my experiments, at times recording them. Only later did I begin
to call these experiences code performances, partly because some actions or
events were programmed using a code of instructions, partly because they
explored some ‘imported’ codes of human behaviour” ... “We still don’t
understand what ‘life’ is and yet, we are talking about a second one. One life
at a time, please! Maybe these lives (RL and SL) are not so different: symbolic abstractions and virtuality are common attributes.” ... “I kept away from
official art venues because they just looked like scale models of the real ones.
Perhaps due to an excess of curiosity, I preferred to be in conditions of cultural crisis, doing earthquake simulations, or dealing in gravitational weapons,
in communities who see it as a ‘convention’ to take people round on a leash.”
... “SL is an empty vase, but it is also the Living Theatre in Lego format.” ...
“The theories about future technology have had a dated feel about them for quite
a while, and as for virtuality, I’m still waiting for someone to tell me what it’s all
about without gilding the red and blue pills.” ... “Avatars ... will replace the
bathroom mirror and bring down the cosmetics industry.” ... “In SL gadgets cost
more than works of art, which are dirt cheap. A good gun costs more than a painting.” ... “The space in SL is always claustrophobic. It would suit Bruce
Nauman” ... “Gadgets are the primary matter in SL, like stone, bone, wood, and
clay for Neanderthals. Is it so different from RL? Do you have an iPod? It is an
iGod... I have three iGods. I’m polytheist.” ... “Gaz is a very fragile spell.” ...
“Falling from a height of 21,987,987 meters is not so safe in RL.”
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NOTE
[1] A quick guide: Second Life
(www.secondlife.com) is a 3D
persistent world on the internet
entirely designed by its
residents. The company that
launched it in 2003 (Linden
Labs of California) supervises
it, collects the rent and updates
the software, but leaves it up to
the clients, or “residents” to
develop it. Residents are those
who adopt a virtual alter ego,
known as an avatar, to frequent
this world, using it as a
platform for communications,
social life and creative
activities. In other words, they
can chat to other users on line
at the same time, have a drink,
have sex, visit an exhibition and
perform a host of other
varyingly mundane “real life”
rituals, without moving from
their computers.
They can also use internal 3D
design and programming tools
to build a house, and design
clothes or other objects. If they
wish, they can do this for a
profit, selling what they make in

exchange for the local currency,
Linden dollars (which can be
exchanged for real dollars).
Some do art. At present Second
Life has around 12 million
residents. Each resident has an
inventory, a section of the
interface which lists all of his or
her possessions.
Geographically Second Life is
divided into one main area
(mainland) and a series of
islands of different sizes;
technically speaking the world
resides on a number of servers,
very powerful computers which
keep a set area of territory
online, 24/7. These portions are
divided into independent areas
known as sims or simulators;
one server runs around four
simulators. Polygons are the
basis for 3D modelling, and are
covered in texture, modular
images which make the objects
in question look more realistic.
A script is a piece of computing
code which makes something
happen, a glitch is a computing
error, something like a virus

(purists will be horrified). And that
just about rounds up the list of
difficult words you will find in this
book.
[2] Immanuel Kant, Answering the
question: what is Enlightenment?,
1784.
[3] Gazira Babeli, “Memoria
Burattinaia”, 2007. Published in
Il Sole24ORE [Ventiquattro
Magazine], N° 7, July 2007,
pp. 76 - 78 entitled “La Grande
Illusione”.
[4] Second Front:
http://slfront.blogspot.com/
[5] The concept of “art worlds“ was put
forward by Howard S. Becker in
Art Worlds, University of California
Press, Berkeley – Los Angeles –
London 1982.
[6] In Tilman Baumgärtel, "My body
can walk barefoot, but my avatar
needs Prada shoes. Interview with
Gazira Babeli", in Nettime, 23
March 2007.

[7] Ibid.
[8] For Luther Blissett, the multiple
name that sparked a media
frenzy in the 90s, see
http://www.lutherblissett.net/.
Roberta Breitmore was the
fictitious identity created by
American artist Lynn Hershman
Leeson at the beginning of the
70s.
[9] The Latexia Space Station Mall,
in the “Fetish VooDoo” region.
[10] Pau Waelder offers an
interesting, highly detailed
analysis of the film in his
article "Day For Night", in Le
Magazine électronique du
CIAC, n° 28, 2007. Online at:
//www.ciac.ca/magazine/archiv
es/no_28/oeuvre2.htm
[11] Raymond Roussel, Locus
Solus, Editions Jean-Jacques
Pauvert, Paris 1914.
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Babeli. On 31 March 2006, when Gazira chose her surname from the options on the
Second Life registration page, she must have guessed that language was going
to be crucial aspect of her life as an avatar. She would have seen it from the
fact that an avatar, even before it has a body, gets a name. What she couldn’t
have known then is that she would be responsible for a body of work that,
starting from language itself, would turn Second Life on its head. And she
certainly could never have guessed that she was set to become a household
name among its residents [1]...
Gaz /gaz/ verb (gaz-zing; past: gaz-zed; past part. gaz-zed) 1 [trans.] deform; submerge
under a shower of pop icons; hurl someone from hundreds of meters, dashing
his or her polygons onto the graphics card; shut someone into a can of
Campbell’s soup; transform a respectable avatar into a crazed maniac running
every animation in its inventory in random order... 2 [fig.] Remove an avatar
from its self-imposed state of immaturity, by showing it that the consensual
hallucination it inhabits is not real, or a poor imitation of a mistaken idea of
reality, but an imperfect mishmash of code, textures and polygons, in which
Gaz too lives and works. [Derivatives] Gazhat; Gazwork...”.
Those who believe that it’s excessive to bring in Kant and his definition of Enlightenment
[2] to talk about Gazira probably underestimate the number of people for
whom discovering her work had the power of a revelation. But to have
something to reveal, you need to have made a discovery. Gazira’s first
discovery was that Second Life is a much more powerful “illusion” than film:
despite the presence of the screen, the “suspension of disbelief” is total, and
the “perception of the time spent as our avatars’ ‘assistants’ appears to
evaporate.” [3] The disillusion comes about traumatically, as we “close this
‘world’ and find ourselves facing the computer screen, full of files and icons,
as flat as a gravestone.”
Gazira learns. She learns that identity, like the body, is something artificial, an assembly
of fragments bought in a shop for a handful of Linden Dollars (the currency of
Second Life). She learns that the illusory space she inhabits is highly theatrical
and that to go from being an unwitting actor to being a fully conscious
director all she needs to do is learn the basics of her machines and special
effects. She starts working on and playing with scripts. “...I tried to find the
limit beyond which my imagination became unacceptable. Not finding it I
continued with my experiments...”. Explorations, attempts, trials; but not yet
art. She designs a guitar and goes to sing gospel on street corners. She goes to
the sandboxes, the places in Second Life where programmers create new
objects. She learns how to design weapons. One day in April she finds a huge
glass building bearing the ambitious sign “New Media Center”. It is all but
empty, and Gazira decides to plaster it with the only thing she has in her
inventory: a giant pizza which when touched sings O Sole Mio and sprays
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tomato sauce everywhere. The owner of the museum shows up, worried but
also interested. They talk, the adjective ‘pop’ is mentioned. A few days later
Gazira creates an oversize can of Campbell’s soup, which, when you get too
close, tries to gobble you up. The phrase “You love Pop Art - Pop Art hates
you”, appears in the dialogue box.
She designs earthquakes and starts experimenting with the laws of gravity. She unleashes
a “grey goo”, a storm of self-replicating objects that fill an area up to a set
point, and can also cause the temporary collapse of the simulator.
But here what rains down from the sky are Super Mario icons, question marks,
Warholian bananas.
She almost always tries her codes out on herself: when she happens to invade the space
of others at times she is given an enthusiastic welcome, but mostly she gets
insulted. She learns the importance of language in a virtual world: language as
programming code, that the entire structure of her theater rests on; language
as communication code, the basis for all social engineering practices, crucial
in a world that presents itself as a space for socialization. She develops a
weapon that punishes verbal offences, and calls it Don’t Say – a tornado that
traps and lifts up anyone using “inappropriate” words. Insults, in the main.
Or critics’ jargon.
These projects reveal a growing level of awareness, which is not only the result of her
growing maturity, but also comes from dealing with a certain social context:
artists, critics, curators. Gazira pieces it together: if Second Life is a theater,
then she is a performer. Her “actions” use code which becomes an event, the
language of performance: they are therefore code performances.
Like all the other residents, Gazira records her adventures. When she starts
seeing these as works of art, and other people start to recognise them as such,
she produces a website. In December the members of Second Front [4], Second
Life’s first group of performance artists, approach her to invite her to join.
A mutual friend, Sugar Seville, decides to buy a piece of land that can be made
into a safe place for their work: this is the first nucleus of Odyssey, set to
become one of the most interesting art environments in Second Life.
A few months later, on 16 April 2007, Gazira opens a big exhibition in a newly
opened museum-sized venue. It is called Gazira Babeli: [Collateral Damage].
There is a table with aperitifs, a catalogue, even a guest book. Given the size of
the show, which presents twelve installations and a film, the term
‘retrospective’ is not presumptuous. In the two months that follow the show is
visited by 1,178 real visitors: which means that 1,178 people have clicked,
often more than once, on a link to visit it. Gazira Babeli exists and she is an
artist.
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GAZIRA, THE ARTIST
Being an artist means doing something that can be recognised by a community of
people, be it big or small, as “art”. The concept of art changes over time, so this
acknowledgement comes about when the would-be artist references a
tradition of practices and ideas that the community in question calls “art
history”. The concept of art is not something absolute, but a socio-cultural
construct that can change over time. In a virtual world it is the same: art exists
when there is an art world ready to embrace it. This world may share the value
system adopted by other art worlds (for example the contemporary art world),
but this is not strictly necessary [5]. In Second Life, an art world exists.
In his essay for this book Mario Gerosa talks about a sizeable community of
“unaware” artists, whose art becomes a “social connection”, a factor for
aggregation and recognition. Moreover, these artists shoot portraits of avatars
in line with traditional aesthetic criteria; they fill the galleries of Second Life
with works that lie midway between kitsch and popular taste.
Gazira is not part of this world, and does not seek or obtain its approval.
The art of the social networks feeds the illusion; Gazira ruptures it.
Gazira does on occasion do kitsch portrait shots and voluptuous nudes
herself, but she uses these in a completely different way.
Nudes Descending a Staircase is a work she created for Collateral Damage, in which a
series of carefully framed nudes fall headlong down a marble staircase, ending
up in a heap at her feet. With great irony, Gazira appears to be repeating
Duchamp’s diatribe against a form of art which confines itself to producing
static images in a world which offers endless possibilities for action, and
following up his battle against turpentine poisoning with a new battle against
image poisoning. This is a work that comments on Second Life, reflecting
good-naturedly on a world of gadgets that offers up the values of the “real”
world to the letter; values that are entirely alien to its own internal logic.
But this is a work that talks to those, like her, who acknowledge that Duchamp
is one of the most important figures in contemporary art, and those, like her,
who acknowledge the viral nature of the artistic act. Gazira Babeli is without a
doubt well aware of these two genres: contemporary art and net.art, namely
the art that exploits the conceptual potential and potential for signification
that only viruses, codes and network protocols can offer. Hurling your body at
great speed from thousands of meters up, until your computer’s graphics card
can take it no more and spews out a splatter of smashed polygons, replicated
limbs and popping eyes (Come To Heaven, 2006) is an operation that sits
perfectly with this tradition. It is Cubist fragmentation, and it is performance,
in the sense attributed to the term by seventies artists like Vito Acconci and
Bruce Nauman (testing your own relationship with space and time, exploring
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your body’s limits). It is checking out the limits of the machine, as Nam June
Paik did and as Dutch duo Jodi do, and it is Software Art, formalized
instructions that translate into an event.
We could make similar observations regarding many other works by Gazira Babeli.
Her “grey goo” attacks are an artistic version of the tactics adopted by the “griefers” the
bad guy hackers of Second Life; but they also recall a number of ambitious
landscape projects, like the orange fabric that Christo and Jeanne-Claude
unfurled over Central Park in 2005. Unbroken Eggs (2007) is a monumental
installation comprising two colored marble towers that collapse on top of the
visitor as he or she passes, then resume their original position, in a constant
cycle of death and resurrection. Once more code sparks off an event that
would be impossible, in these conditions, in the real world, but the work,
originally a tribute to Luciano Fabro, establishes a profound dialogue with his
art, and explores form and sculpture, and the ethical value of creating art, as
well as addressing a collective trauma – the collapse of the Twin Towers.
Only in a virtual world can such an event be repeated ad infinitum without
“collateral damage”: only here it can be representation without ending in
tragedy.
After looking at Gazira as the “ghost in the machine”, a glitch in Second Life, in the essay
that follows the American critic and artist Patrick Lichty points out that her
lexicon is curiously “modern”. As we have noted, for Gazira, as for Nanni
Moretti, words are all-important. By calling her works “acts”, “sculptures”,
“paintings” and “installations”, Gazira performs a specific intellectual
operation which has the aim of dissociating her works from the “New Media”
jargon that is all the rage in Second Life. She thus frames her work in an
artistic context that explores the concepts of the body, time, space, identity.
All of her works require the active involvement of the viewer, but the word
“interactive” never appears; everything is interactive in Second Life.
At the same time, and for the same reason, Gazira has no interest in immersive
environments, penetrable spaces, reactive installations, or exploiting or
implementing the innate multimedia potential of Second Life’s graphic engine.
All of this is natural, just as flying and teleporting from one place to another is
natural. What’s new, in the context of virtual worlds, is being able to start
talking about the body, time, space, identity once more. As usual Gazira sums
it all up in a pointed one-liner: “For me net.art is like the wild Middle Ages of
the internet... Second Life seems to offer a Renaissance Perspective.” [6]
Everything (or almost everything) she does would be “impossible in real life”: not
because it is built in mid air, or because it challenges the fundamental laws of
the static nature and permeability of bodies, but because – as Alan Sondheim
asserts – it is intrinsically dangerous. The shower of frogs was one of the
plagues of Egypt, and collapsing buildings, earthquakes and tornados often
end in tragedy. While in Collateral Damage, the rogue critic who dares
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mention the words “New Media” will have the pleasant surprise of being lifted
into the air by a tornado and hurled around the venue, all without any
collateral damage, of course.

GAZIRA, THE WORK
Each of Gazira’s works adds another facet to her persona, and her legend. A painstakingly
cultivated legend, in the knowledge that in a virtual world, identity building is
one of the main strategies of signification, and the avatar is the artist’s very
first work. “My body can walk barefoot, but my avatar needs Prada shoes”, she
once declared [7]. And while she has often exhibited nudity before a society
which is highly sensitive to the issue of the naked body, she also dedicates
great care to her appearance. Tanned skin, almost always dressed in black, her
eyes are masked by a pair of dark glasses. She wears a strange top hat, which
she often uses to carry her scripts in, and compared to other avatars, her gait
is rather rigid. Some describe her as evasive and unfriendly, others as open
and affable. The fact that she is not subjugated to a “real” identity has done a
lot for the legend that surrounds her, but also to the concreteness of her
persona. In Second Life you can meet loads of avatars but few people.
Gazira is one of the latter. She is not someone’s puppet: she is someone in her
own right. As a total work of art, an overall artistic project, Gazira is the
crowning of a century of work on identity building: from Rrose Selavy to
Luther Blissett, passing Roberta Breitmore on the way [8]. But at the same time
she is a cultural construct, a fictitious identity that in Collateral Damage can
be purchased for just one Linden dollar, the equivalent of a few cents: a
clonable, democratic body that we can all buy and use.
But maybe this is exactly what Buy Gaz 4 One Linden Dollar! intends to demonstrate: we
can all be like Gazira, but Gazira herself is something very different; we can all
own a Gazira, but the real Gazira will always elude us.
Her works represent an active contribution to the construction of this identity. They all
help form a picture of an unpredictable, caustic performer, entirely capable of
summarily rupturing the magic of the rite we are witnessing. All she needs to
do is enter an exhibition and unleash a shower of bananas to free those in
attendance from the illusion of taking part in a real opening, and to reveal its
nature as a worldly ritual. In Ultimate Submission, she does the chicken dance,
dressed only in a barrel – at the entrance of one of the biggest porn-fetish-S&M
stores in Second Life [9], making an extreme (and sardonic) bid to join that
world of synthetic beauties, but at the same time showing us just what they
are and what we ourselves risk becoming: mere simulacra.
In Who is afraid..., she does a sexy dance number in front of a series of art
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history beauties, from Rembrandt’s Bathsheba to Botticelli’s Simonetta
Vespucci, brazenly comparing herself with the other works of art; and in Anna
Magnani she tests out her acting talents, performing all the facial expression
animations available in Second Life in quick-fire, random sequence.
Lastly, in the medium length film Gaz of the Desert (February - March 2007), Gazira
actively contributes to writing her own legend, starring in a hagiographic
version of her own story, along the lines of Simón del Desierto (1965) by Luis
Buñuel. Gazira is subjected to a series of temptations by Satan, as well as some
genuine attacks: erotic dances and locusts, hatchets and Kalashnikovs.
At the end of a death sequence (real or faked?) Gaz reappears in a call center,
sitting beside her stunning temptress, both at work. She is wearing a t-shirt
which reads: “Fuck off. I’m scripting.” An enthralling production, which
presents the finest eye candy Second Life has to offer, though it is hardly
recognizable as such, and a story which could be interpreted as a parable on
the subject of “second lives” lived along a fine line between the seductive
power of illusions and the awareness of reality[10].

GAZIRA, INSIDE AND OUT
After Collateral Damage, Gazira took herself off to a little island not far from Odyssey,
that she has christened Locusolus. Here she has “archived” the entire show
and created new works. The visitor or curious passer-by might encounter an
atmosphere very similar to that of the villa of the same name belonging to
Martial Canterel, the weird inventor in the Raymond Roussel novel [11].
Gazira has a lot in common with Canterel. Like him, she tries to carve out her
place in the world by dominating nature, mediated by bizarre mechanisms
that someone later termed “celibate machines”. A different world, different
nature. Ursonate in SL is an installation composed of a giant tap, which seems
to suck up from the earth and spew out a plethora of assorted junk: toy cows,
globes, merry-go-rounds, boats, vans, cars, balls and other bits and pieces.
All in time to the ultra-famous Ursonate (1922 - 1932), the “phonetic poem” by
the German Dadaist Kurt Schwitters. Gazira stages a visual interpretation of
the Ursonate, but without sacrificing its intrinsic characteristic: experimenting
with verbal language. Under this aspect Gazira also has a lot in common with
Raymond Roussel. The latter wrote his books starting with a verbal game, the
phonetic similarity of two different phrases, which he used to build complex
images and narrations. Language as a generator of images, the first cog in
complex mechanisms of meaning. Language as performance code, code as a
linguistic act. Machines which are celibate, but not infertile.
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Gazira Babeli, along with a few other artists, has given rise to a complex system of
meaning in Second Life, a 3D simulated world entirely constructed and
owned by its residents. Her oeuvre belongs to that world and speaks to that
world. At present Second Life boasts around twelve million users, but it is not
the only virtual world. The experience of life on screen is a common,
widespread one. We do not know what the future holds for these virtual
worlds, but we do know that their present is our present, even if we have
never entered a virtual world, and never intend to. Which is where the
challenge to leave Second Life comes in. Gazira has managed it on various
occasions, taking part in exhibitions, touring and releasing her film. In
October 2007 she took part in the project The Gate, a portal linking a real
space (the iMAL Center in Brussels) and the virtual world of Second Life.
From the real venue, the public could communicate and interact with her and
anyone else who turned up in the area in front of the portal.
The Gate provided Gazira with further confirmation of her existence.
It showed her that even though humans are aliens, you can communicate
with aliens. She holds a gun to the head of one in a cowboy hat.
Another attempts an impossible dialogue then holds up a hand-written note
reading: “I don’t have a computer”. What does it matter? You don’t need a
computer to understand Gazira. This is why she comes out of Second Life, in
this book for instance. And this is why she will come out again.
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I KNOW GAZ BABELI

PATRICK LICHTY
Patrick Lichty is a digital intermedia designer, artist, writer, and independent
curator of over 15 years whose work comments upon the impact of
technology on society and how it shapes the perception of the world around us.
He works in diverse technological media, including printmaking, kinetics,
video, generative music, and neon. Venues in which Lichty has been
involved with solo and collaborative works include the Whitney and Venice
Bienniales as well as the International Symposium on the Electronic Arts (ISEA).
He is Editor-in-Chief of Intelligent Agent, an electronic arts/culture journal
based in New York City, and featured in the new documentary by the makers
of American Movie, called The Yes Men.
With the avatar name of Man Michinaga, he is one of the founding member
of the performance art collective Second Front.
http://www.voyd.com/voyd/

NOTE
[1] Short for “Operative System”.
[2] “Rumpelstiltskin is a dwarf
character in a fairy tale of the
same name that originated in
Germany (where he is known as
Rumpelstilzchen). The tale was
collected by the Brothers
Grimm, who first published it in
the 1812 edition of Children's
and Household Tales.”
From Wikipedia, the Free
Encyclopedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rum
pelstiltskin
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“I know Gaz Babeli,
Gaz Babeli is a friend of mine.
You sir, are NO Gaz Babeli!”
ANONYMOUS CONVERSATION,
ATTRIBUTED TO SECOND LIFE CHAT ROOM...

Gazira Babeli is a glitch. In the original Matrix movie, there is a scene when Neo realizes
that there is something awry in the system. Déjà vu reveals itself when a black
cat moves through the doorway two identical times, signifying the glitch in the
system. If Second Life had an analogous “crack” in the OS [1], there would be a
jiggly black top hat wobbling over the transom of the door, with no body in the
doorway. Or, you’d turn around to see the woman with the shattered sunglasses
and fishnet stockings looking at you as if you just came in on the last
interplanetary shuttle from Mars, and what the hell were you doing here…
But it’s all right, because this is the funhouse, the wilderness of mirrors, and this
is to be expected.
It’s strange being friends with an anomaly.
I met Gazira (this is partially mythological, but much of what happens in Second Life is
the stuff of myth and hyperbole) while I was building my first Second Life art
center, called the BitFactory in a region called Han Loso. Looking over the 9story building on the virtual parcel, there was a 100 meter-tall Warholian can of
“Second Soup” hovering over the roof, saying “it didn’t like me very much”, while
a school of singing pizzas on the 4th floor were singing “O Sole Mio”. This did not
cause me dread, like many denizens of Second Life feel for temporary disruption
of simulator control, otherwise termed as “griefing”, Far from it. I sat back in my
chair and became very hopeful. There was a ghost in the machine, and it wanted
to play.
There was a wall of chaos coming at me with a null set behind it, and that lacuna was Gaz.
I have always loved the liminal, the interstitial space between points; the no-one’s land
between familiar landmarks along the way. This is where, as a writer, curator,
artist, theorist, etc., I set myself. This is the land of the unexpected; and there
was Gaz, like a virtual Rumpelstiltskin[2], spinning gold, building collapsing
towers, and throwing nudes down staircases. As I would learn, Gaz would get me
thrown off more servers than I could ever imagine, but she would ask me, “Are
they ones you really wanted to be on anyway?”
This is the question that Gazira asks in her work, “Are we asking the right questions?”
Where many Second Life artists talk of cyborgs, relational aesthetics, displaced
signification, networked identity, etc. Gazira’s artistic vocabulary is ostensibly
Modern. In conversation, strange words that I have not heard much in art circles
since the early 80’s – “flesh”, “blood”, “epiphany”, “love”, “hate”, even “faith as
argument”. These are very strange concepts to be speaking about with an avatar-
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construct. Gazira is a Barthian “dead author” in that she never references her
operator, but her work operates in the human, essential, formal qualities of
Modernism. Or rather, Gaz uses a recursive modernism, deconstructing her
identity with every work like a set of Matrioshka dolls while making no illusions
that there the last doll is ostensibly empty; a dead end at the end of Carroll’s
rabbit hole. As such, I believe that she is a sort of “critical readymade”, slamming
Duchamp through Nauman’s lens of life-as-art, and expressing it as a living,
breathing body of code.
But it is this idea of the living, breathing code-body that seems to express itself when you
engage Gaz; her avatar or works are merely expressions of the same “ghost” that
her empty signifier represents. To paraphrase Captain Kirk from the Star Trek
movies, Gaz “… was the most … human.” Avatar-‘hole’ I have ever met. Again,
this might sound anachronistically Modern for a critic to be speaking of in the
2000’s, but Gaz may represent a post-millennial syncretism in media arts.
Gazira is a deconstructed artist-construct that still courses with red-hot blood,
joy, and pain, epiphanies and despairs. She “griefs” my aesthetic and critical
assumptions, and in a way it feels like there is flesh growing back around the
machines of intellectual abstraction. Gaz reminds one that, despite all the
critical tools at out disposal, that the practice of art, even though it is in the
rarefied milieu of a virtual world like Second Life, is a human enterprise.
Or, perhaps better yet, a humane one.
Gazira is a glitch. And from that glitch comes miracles, like reconstructing towers,
aggressive soup cans, and singing pizzas. And as I look up into the virtual sky,
here comes the rain of Super Marios from above, like an epiphany of angels,
joyfully dancing around me, bouncing, spinning... But another definition of
epiphany is “a manifestation of a divine or supernatural being”, and I think this
describes Gazira perfectly.
That’s it – Gaz is an epiphany. And I’m in heaven.
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ALAN SONDHEIM

I MET MY BABY,
OUT BEHIND THE GAZ-WORKS

ALAN SONDHEIM
(Alan Dojoji on Second Life) an artist/theorist/writer who works with motion
capture, scanner, and other technologies, researching the phenomenology
of the ‘true world’ of analog/digital mish-mash.
He’s currently working at the Virtual Environments Laboratory and Center
for Literary Computing at West Virginia University.
His ongoing meditation on being/online/being, the “internet text”
is found among other things at http://www.alansondheim.org/
and the blog http://nikuko.blogspot.com .

NOTE
[1] “Free look (also known as
mouselook) describes the
ability to move the mouse to
rotate the player character’s
view in computer and video
games.” From Wikipedia, The
Free Enciclopedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fre
e_look
[2] Recording Industry Association
of America.
[3] “In computer gaming, a MUD
(Multi-User Dungeon, Domain
or Dimension) is a multi-player
computer game that combines

elements of role-playing games,
hack and slash style computer
games and social chat rooms.
Typically running on an Internet
server or bulletin board system,
the game is usually text-driven...”
“A MOO, an acronym for (MUD
object oriented), is a text-based
online virtual reality system to
which multiple users (players)
are connected at the same
time.” From Wikipedia, The
Free Enciclopedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MUD
and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOO

[4] Short for World of Warcraft
(Blizzard Entertainment, 2004),
one of the most popular massively
multiplayer online role-playing
game, or MMORPG.
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You don’t often think of your body unless you’re thinking of your body. It’s there and even
when you think of it, you’re incarnated, presenced. You’re presenced all
the time. Sign off Second Life and you’re gone.
That’s the ground state, disappearance. In SL your bodies intended, there’s nothing given
but the slate. Whatever is added parallels cinema and the mise en scene nothing is left to chance unless chance is determined, built-in. But it’s the
projections that fundamentally characterize it – introjections from SL
body to organism, projections from organism to SL body. Think of this as
jectivity, an uncanny relationship which escapes determination, which
flirts with abjection. The SL body is a body that is witnessed, except for
the somewhat clumsy ‘mouselook’ [1] which places you within it; the
mouselook eerily bends the landscape while the framework monitor
remains static. There’s always background going on in or within/without
SL; jectivity operates through a normalization that behaves as dreamscreen – for jectivity to occur, the SL/organism interface must appear
coherent, cohering – an inhabitation or dwelling beyond building.
Gaz breaks through this in a way that would be illicit in the world of organism, of course;
pulled or distended limbs in the latter would be a form of torture or
death. One might still speak of self-image and perhaps drugs which alter
it, even the appearance of the physical scaffolding of the organic body,
but Gaz does this with what one postulates, again as a kind of
background radiation, as a normal state which is a state of absence.
All of this is too neat and I’d argue further a few things – first, that body and mind are
always already both ‘real’ and ‘virtual,’ the computer monitor appearing
within this almost as afterthought – and second, that culture, which is
interlaced with intentionality, occurs all the way down and across – not
only from amoeba to, say, bird (with destructive humans halfway across
this continuum), but also from carbon – to silicon – based lifeform which
would include both amoeba and computer, if not the internal
combustion engine. I speak of spew and emissions – of signifiers which
ride across and above the surfaces of what’s really going on – the true
world - and it’s these signifiers that are subtextual operatives within
Second Life and art – or culture – working in Second Life, which is coding,
coded, recoding, writing, rewriting, and wryting itself constantly – wryting
being the implicit inhering relationship of inscriptive to the body, bodily
inscription and inscriptive body coalescing and coalesced from the very
beginning.
Think of edges of worlds and bodies; Second Life adds two new constants: height
(evidenced in flying) and gameworld boundaries, for example at the
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bottom of the ocean where everything is transformed, and moving
forward out of the gamespace results in asymptotic returns to the interior.
Camera movement can distance you from the avatar; one can move
within, beneath, above, within her. There are at least two positions of
inherent interest.
In the first, the camera leaves the avatar altogether, in order to peer beneath the
gamespace or elsewhere across forbidden zones, and in the second, the
camera appears within the avatar body – a view that brings the
sheaves/prims to the foreground, not goreground, as the avatar dissolves
into empty space. Gaz’ reach extends, appears to extend, of course it
doesn’t and can’t, outside the gamespace altogether (a point in an
expanding universe is still within an expanding universe) – this is an
inversion of a caveworld, transformed into private plateau. Again the
physics are odd, exposing the Second Life universe as non-isotropic
whatsoever - as a construct within which worlding occurs and
within/without which the true world operates as it does, ontologically
and epistemologically, everywhere we are, can think of, within and
without jectivity.
Now there are issues of entrapment, reminiscent of current RIAA [2] stuff; Gaz insists that
one’s body in Second Life is not one’s own, and that jectivity in the same
is only artifact, in fact mitigated by Linden Labs, at best. S/he’s a gadfly or
parasitic (in Serres’ sense of cultural producer) about the game (as one is
a man or woman ‘about the town’). So one’s behavior in the vicinity of a
Gazwork, gasworks (think of Bhopal) is not one’s own, either; the
distortions and entrapments, the weighings-down, are not of one’s
making, but of one’s wandering into a work such that the wandering
becomes the catalyst or primordial state of the work.
Not always, but almost always, avatars are smaller than one’s physical body, or appear so.
And one’s viewpoint is not always, but almost always, above and behind
the avatar, slightly raised – as if one’s watching a soccer game, which for a
spectator can be senseless from a ground-based camera.
I think this kind of miniaturization tends towards a maternal reading of
the world, a reading within which the image on the screen forms a safe
matrix; after all, the computer goes on and off, games and software are
replaced or updated, and both the world and you go on.
So here’s this safe world, and jectivity or what one might call the ‘jectivitybraid’ – the braid of psychoanalytic renderings, readings and writings,
introjections and projections, dreamings and hallucinatings, all before
or within and without the screen – this braid is taken for granted;
it’s the safe-house of the world, transforming the world and the true
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world into a habitus. As a result of peering and miniaturization among
other things.
And the ability to chat and keep or erase chat. And the ability to fly or teletransport,
playing into Freud’s condensation/displacement in the dreamwork.
Second Life is a “pun” in this regard – one place quickly substituted for
another, and such substitutions revolutionary or disrupting as one
landscape disappears, another appears – perhaps throwing everything
off but just for a (very safe) moment. It’s the safety in punning that makes
them revolutionary, and the same safety occurs in relation and through
the braid. So again, when Gaz takes a meta-position in relation to this
relation, when Gaz appears apparently half-in and half-out of the
gamespace, the disruptive becomes difficult to absorb, becomes
something that doesn’t happen in the real (except perhaps with sadomasochism and the use of safewords which break out of one theater into
another). It’s a contradiction which can’t be absorbed.
And to return to one’s “own” avatar body after Gaz’ distortion, one logs
out of Second Life – in other words out of the fundamental world, what is
“being” the fundamental world – into another world with its real dangers,
etc. – the world of the inert or ‘idiotic’ real (Rosset).
So that the space-time slice within which your body is distorted must be abandoned.
So that one returns and in this return, like the prodigal daughter or sun,
the body is made w/hole again, just like in the MOOs and MUDs [3] and
various adventure games which are the history of all these spaces and
WOW [4] and whatnot. [I want to mention briefly my own work here,
which is concerned with inconceivable positionings of one’s own avatar,
positionings within which behaviors pile on behaviors, creating ‘behavior
collisions’ that create, for the viewer (distinct from the performer),
a disturbing and/or dis/eased representation of the body, an abject body
that indicates something else other the normative is occurring,
something that can’t be absorbed. With Gaz, this occurs first-person – the
change is to “me” and my image/imaginary; with my work, it’s thirdperson and in a sense stains or transforms the mise en scene into
something abject and unexpected.]
To conclude on a mundane note – There are two things that distinguish Gaz’ works as well
as Second Life, and are critical for contemporary theory, to the extent that
contemporary theory is critical.
First, the latter: Whenever people talk about an experience in Second Life,
they talk as if they’re “in the world”: “I just wandered around and didn’t
see much.” “I talked to some people and a bird flew overhead and
grabbed me.” “I was teleported to the Odyssey Gallery and saw an
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amazing work there, well, not actually ‘saw’, but experienced.” “I kept
looking for someone but all I found were empty spaces.” And so forth. So
the “experience” of SL melds with experience otherwise (or the same), and
this doesn’t happen with other online experiences, except of course
games and other social spaces.
We adapt quickly to the screen, we’re braided to the screen, and this permits the creation
of artworks and environments that simply have no parallel elsewhere:
“I entered this house and it flew away.” “I turned myself from a forty-yearold man into a sexy twenty-year-old.” “I couldn’t get lose from the bird
until I logged out and in again.” “I was buried in paintings.” “Records
played by themselves.” “I flew.” We say these things as if they’re everyday,
as if they were always possible. “Question-marks were falling everywhere.”
Sometimes the servers are hacked or slowed up, but even this can be
absorbed until everything grinds to a halt, and then one just logs out,
waits, logs in again. This logging-out/logging-in has become an integral
part of SL, in fact, just as online/offline otherwise is integral to being in a
post-industrial world. (I do want to point out that this isn’t, naturally, the
only world – the world outside the matrix or braid is characterized by
intense poverty, local wars, starvations, and so forth, and SL is powerless
in relation to these; one might argue in fact that SL is too much of a safe
haven, that it detracts from real praxis and real difference in the true
world. And there’s truth to this.)
The second, related, thing is Gaz’ works themselves; as I pointed out above, the behaviors
they trigger couldn’t occur outside gamespace without bodily destruction
– and some of the behaviors couldn’t occur at all. So these behaviors,
these works, are absolutely unique in this respect; they depend on both a
reading of the SL environment as ‘natural,’ and a scripting within and of
that environment to produce the ‘unnatural’ which is still read as natural.
These works, on this level, question the authority of the real, of the idiotic
real; they’re a kind of critique that couldn’t exist anywhere else.
The viewer/participant isn’t prepared for them. (UPS trucks falling on one!)
So one engages both critically and psychologically/psychoanalytically – the
works create both contemplation and affect, in ways we’re not used to. And
that, at least for me, is one of the highest goals of art – to create that sense
of dis/comfort that gives us a place to question everything, and to return
from that questioning hopefully wiser. On a personal note, I can’t say I’ve
found anything as intriguing as Gaz’ works, anywhere, and for a long time,
and I’m still fathoming out the implications, still feeling the limbs extended
almost to the breaking-point. Gaz is a pioneer in the body and space of the
Other – and perhaps nothing more need have been said than that.
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In the panorama of art in Second Life, Gazira Babeli represents a splendid exception.
Her performances are important examples of the work of an artist who is well aware of her
capabilities, working in a medium of great expressive potential. She is the
model of an artist who knows what her objectives are and sets about
achieving them boldly and confidently.
But while this is one artist with full self-awareness, in this virtual world there are hundreds
of people operating in a very different manner. The creatives of Second
Life, those who put their work on Flickr or exhibit in the galleries of the
Linden Lab’s virtual world, are not always conscious of being artists.
These are people who only discover their talents when they enter Second
Life; people who gain a ‘second life’ from a conceptual point of view too.
In this respect, these artists are extremely interesting and original, no less
so than established artists who use Second Life as a further form of
expression to work with.
The creatives of Second Life are not artists in the classic sense of the term: a more fitting
title would be “art socializers”: people who use art as an interpersonal
tool. This art often comes about with an ulterior motive, not as “art for
art’s sake”, which is why interpreting it according to traditional
parameters would be misleading. And it is more than just a question of
style: what we need to look at is why this type of art, which is steeped in
pop culture and mostly takes the form of avatar portraits, has emerged.
These portraits are the equivalent of the connections forged on LinkedIn, the wish lists on
Amazon, the personal notes on MySpace. They represent both a projection
of oneself or one’s circle of friends, and a time-limited device designed to
spark off a chain reaction of social relations. With an good-looking avatar
captured in a photographic portrait on Second Life and posted on Flickr, I
can attract people who will comment on my work, people I might manage
to contact and maybe even meet in real life. Art thus becomes a gobetween, a means rather than an end. This is a phenomenon which is
termed “social art network” or “social art world”, and there is a whole set of
rules in place to facilitate the process. The first is the unwritten rule of not
standing out from the crowd too much, not committing the sin of
individualism unless you want to be rejected by the group. The second has
nothing to do with the familiar concepts of traditional art criticism, but
regards “purist” criteria, such as not retouching images captured in Second
Life. Paradoxically what comes about is a form of art based on a refusal to
be original, which then places these artists at a crossroads: whether to
choose the route of the “death of the author” à la Roland Barthes, or to slip
into the cult of banality [1].
As Henri-Pierre Jeudy sums up, «an ‘aesthetizing’ view of ways of life, inhabiting space and
surfing the net enables us to represent forms of community life as the
aesthetic object of our shared aspirations. We take a negative view of the
aesthete who adopts an elitist position, enjoying the spectacle offered by
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the world without ever being affected by events or other people” [2]. In
this way every day hundreds of highly similar works are being created, all
in line with a common canon, punctuated by episodes of sporadic
originality from outsiders willing to stick out their necks.
Along with using art to socialize, these creatives have also come up with new expressions.
As they often state that they have no precise frames of reference, they have
coined a series of neologisms to describe their images: mainly female
portraits which look like an updated version of 40s and 50s pin-ups, in
poses which recall those of the models of Alberto Vargas and Gil Elvgren,
and are also reminiscent of Vogue fashion photography.
The peculiarity of these works is that they are created in order to invite comment: the artists
know that when they are posted on Flickr they will be viewed by other
users who will note individual details and write their impressions of an eye
shape, a cleavage, a particularly effective expression, and so on. The most
talented artists create their works with an idea of the comments they want
to elicit. The work is pre-dissected, an ideal assembly of points to
comment on, exploiting rampant voyeurism and second-hand fetishism.
And in any case, in a world where body parts are bought in a shop, the list
of bits that makes up the virtual body, each labelled, is part of the game.
What emerges is a virtual society of accessible beauty, celebrated by
communities which are often self-referencing.
So is it legitimate to assert that these works represent the aestheticization of social life?
Given that the appeal of one’s avatar translates into the level of socialization attained, can
it be said that these images also represent the aesthetic intent of online
communities? Possibly, but this quest for an anonymous, standardizing,
homogenizing form of beauty risks doing away with diversity, which is
fundamental in any kind of aesthetics and social relationship. It drains
the avatars’ characters of meaning, turning them into “non people”, the
equivalent of the “non places” which abound on the web.
At the same time, however, this art devoted to sociality also fulfils another objective:
as Henri-Pierre Jeudy wrote about contemporary public space, “the
aestheticization of objects and places (designated as non places) comes
about by means of social life. The social relation itself becomes an aesthetic
object” [3]. Thus, almost unawares, we attain a perfect correspondence
between the image and its function as a go-between, arriving at Jeudy’s
conclusion from another direction. In this case it is not the social relation
that becomes an aesthetic object, but the work of art that becomes a social
connection. The image thus discovers a new function, a new flush of youth,
granted by people who are artists but don’t know it.
It is therefore clear that the role of artists such as Gazira Babeli is all-important, in terms
of establishing the touchstones needed to define the absolute value of art
in Second Life. There are all too few characters like Gazira Babeli, which
is why it is becoming more urgent to find new, sure points of reference in
Second Life, other ambassadors of established art: points of reference
like Gazira Babeli, which help set the coordinates for new arrivals,
scattering their ephemeral jewels on a world with few predecessors to
emulate or oppose.
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